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Studies! of! human! somatosensory! cortex!have!placed! a! strong! emphasis! on! the!39!
cortical! representation! of! the! hand! and! the! propensity! for! plasticity! therein.!40!
Despite!many!reports!of!group!differences!and!experience2dependent!changes!in!41!
cortical!digit!somatotopy,!relatively! little!work!has!considered!the!variability!of!42!
these! maps! across! individuals,! and! to! what! extent! this! detailed! functional!43!
architecture! is! dynamic! over! time.! With! the! advent! of! 72tesla! fMRI,! it! is!44!
increasingly! feasible! to! map! such! detailed! organisation! non2invasively! in!45!
individual! human! participants.! Here! we! extend! the! ability! of! ultra2high! field!46!
imaging!beyond!a!technological!proof!of!principle!to!investigate!the!inter2subject!47!
variability! of! digit! somatotopy! across! participants,! and! the! stability! of! this!48!
organisation!across!a! range!of! intervals.!Using!a!well2validated!phase2encoding!49!
paradigm! and! an! active! task,! we! demonstrate! the! presence! of! highly!50!
reproducible! maps! of! individual! digits! in! SI,! sharply! contrasted! by! a! striking!51!
degree! of! inter2subject! variability! in! the! shape,! extent! and! relative! position! of!52!
individual!digit! representations.! !Our! results!demonstrate! the!presence!of!very!53!
stable! fine2grain! somatotopy! of! the! digits! in! human! SI,! and! raise! the! issue! of!54!
population! variability! in! such! detailed! functional! architecture! of! the! human!55!
brain.! These! findings! have! implications! for! the! study! of! detailed! sensorimotor!56!
plasticity! in! the! context! of! both! learning! and! pathological! dysfunction.! The!57!




We! apply! ultra2high! resolution! fMRI! at! 7! tesla! to! map! sensory! digit!61!
representations!in!the!human!cortex!at!the!level!of!individual!participants!across!62!
multiple! time! points.! The! resulting! fine2grain! maps! of! individual! digits! in!63!
somatosensory! cortex! reveal! both! the! stability! in! this! fine2grain! functional!64!




The! somatotopic! organization! of! primary! somatosensory! cortex! is! well!68!
established! in! the! human! brain,! both! at! the! level! of! whole2body! topography!69!
(Penfield! and! Boldrey,! 1937;!Walter! et! al.,! 1992;! Zeharia! et! al.,! 2015)! and! the!70!
more! fine! grain! organisation! in! the! representations! of! the! face! and! the! hand!71!
(Moulton! et! al.,! 2009;! Sanchez2Panchuelo! et! al.,! 2010).! The! somatotopic! digit!72!
map! is! the! subject! of! continuing! interest,! with! its! relative! cortical!73!
overrepresentation!(Mountcastle,!2005).!More!generally,!its!is!increasingly!clear!74!






Nelson! and! Chen,! 2008;! Schweizer! et! al.,! 2008)! and! the! cerebellum! (van! der!81!
Zwaag! et! al.,! 2013).! Further! work! has! provided! evidence! for! marked!82!









resolution! of! both! MRI! and! MEG! is! typically! insufficient! to! make! a! strong!91!
argument!about!fine2grain!digit!somatotopy!in!the!somatosensory!hand!area.!92!
!93!
With! the! increasing! prevalence! of! 72tesla! MRI! scanners,! it! is! now! possible! to!94!
resolve!SI!representations!of!all!of!the!digits!in!the!hand!at!the!level!of!individual!95!
participants.! A! number! of! elegant! studies! at! ultra2high! field! have! used! tactile!96!
stimulation! to! demonstrate! not! only! the! ability! to!map! digit! somatotopy! in! SI!97!
with!a!number!of!paradigms,!but!also! the!existence!of!within2digit! somatotopy!98!




high! field! fMRI! (Sanchez2Panchuelo! et! al.,! 2012;! Besle! et! al.,! 2013a;! 2013b;!103!
Martuzzi!et!al.,!2014;!Stringer!et!al.,!2014).!In!light!of!the!considerable!interest!in!104!
cortical!digit!maps,! and! specifically! their! capacity! for!plasticity,!more! thorough!105!
cross2sectional!and!longitudinal!analyses!are!necessary.!106!
!107!
While! non2human! primate! data! demonstrates! considerable! inter2subject!108!
variability!in!SI!digit!somatotopy!(Merzenich!et!al.,!1987),!little!evidence!exists!to!109!
demonstrate! stability! of! the! shape! and! position! of! SI! digit! maps! over! time.!110!
Human! studies! to! date! have! only! considered! the! reproducibility! of! isolated!111!
individual! digit! representations,! or! used! relatively! crude! measurements! (e.g.!112!
centre!of!mass)!(Vidyasagar!and!Parkes,!2011;!Martuzzi!et!al.,!2014).!It!therefore!113!








to! explore! the! fine! grain! functional! organization!of! SI! at! the! level! of! individual!121!









were! recruited! in! accordance! with! local! central! university! research! ethics!131!
committee! approval! (University! of! Oxford;! MSD2IDREC2C222013205).! All!132!













322channel! head! coil.! An! initial! functional! localiser! scan! was! used! to! identify!145!




the! functional! localizer;! true! axial! slices! were! centred! on! the! hand! knob!150!
activation!in!the!z2axis!of!the!left!hemisphere!(Multislice!gradient!echo!EPI,!TR:!151!





the! same! slice! placement! as! the! task! fMRI.! T12weighted! Multi2Echo!157!







Participants! performed! a! series! of! tasks! involving! visually2cued!movements! of!164!
individual! digits! in! the! scanner:! digit! 2! (D2:! index! finger),! digit! 3! (D3:!middle!165!
finger),! digit! 4! (D4:! ring! finger)! and! digit! 5! (D5:! little! finger).! An! active!motor!166!
task! was! selected! to! optimally! activate! a! range! of! inputs! to! the! cortical!167!
somatosensory!system,!analogous!to!daily!use!of!the!hand.!Movement!recruits!a!168!
combination! of! peripheral! receptors! encoding! a! range! of! somaesthetic!169!







the! form! of! button! presses! using! an! MRI2compatible! four2finger! button2box!177!
(manufactured!in2house)!resting!on!the!participant’s!right!thigh!during!the!scan.!178!
Participants!were!presented!with! four!white! circles,! corresponding! to! the! four!179!
digits! of! the! right! hand,! shown! on! a! visual! display! projected! into! the! scanner!180!
bore.! The! displayed! circles! flashed! individually! at! a! constant! frequency! to! cue!181!
participants! to!make!button!presses!at! the!specified!rate.!Further!discussion!of!182!









backwards! task! cycled! through! blocks! of! D5,! D4,! D3! and! D2! in! a! repeating!191!




A! standard! block! task! was! also! undertaken,! which! involved!movement! blocks!196!
and!rest!blocks,!both!12!seconds! in!duration.! !A! total!of! four!movement!blocks!197!
were!acquired!per!digit!(16!movement!blocks!total),!in!a!counterbalanced!order,!198!
randomized!across!visits.!During!movement!blocks,!participants!were!instructed!199!






(Smith! et! al.,! 2004;!Woolrich! et! al.,! 2009;!Marcus! et! al.,! 2011;! Jenkinson! et! al.,!206!













Image! registration! was! undertaken! within! participant! using! FLIRT! (Jenkinson!219!
and! Smith,! 2001;! Jenkinson! et! al.,! 2002)! and! Freesurfer’s! Freeview.! Task! fMRI!220!
data! from! the! three! scan! sessions! were! first! registered! to! a! partial2FOV! high2221!
saturation!EPI!image!acquired!during!an!additional!scan!session!to!avoid!biasing!222!
any! single! time! point! ! (6! degrees! of! freedom,! normalized! correlation! cost!223!
function).!The!partial2FOV!high2saturation!EPI!image!was!then!registered!to!the!224!
T12weighted! MEMPRAGE! image! using! boundary2based! registration! (BBR)!225!
(Degrees! of! freedom:! 6,! FMRIB’s! Automated! Segmentation! Tool! (FAST)! white!226!
matter! segmentation,! no! search)! (Greve! and! Fischl,! 2009),! initialised! with! an!227!
affine!registration!matrix.! !The!results!of!the!BBR!were!used!as!a!starting!point!228!
for!manual!alignment!of!the!single!volume!partial2FOV!high2saturation!EPI!image!229!
to! the! structural! MEMPRAGE! white! matter! and! pial! surfaces! using! blink!230!




The! phase2encoding! task! fMRI! data! were! analysed! using! a! cross2correlation!235!
approach!previously!applied!in!retinotopy,!and!more!recently!for!body!mapping!236!
(Engel!et!al.,!1997;!Wandell! et!al.,!2007;!Orlov!et!al.,!2010);! see!Limitations! for!237!
further!discussion.!This!analysis!used!cross2correlation!to!find!the!time!point!in!238!
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second! ‘on’! and! 24! second! ‘off’,! repeated! eight! times,! mirroring! the! eight! 322244!
second!cycles!of!the!phase!forward!and!phase!backward!tasks!(Figure!1B:!black).!245!
The!model!was! shifted! in! time! iteratively! by! a! number! of! lags! so! that! activity!246!
throughout! the! cycle! could! be! modeled! (Figure! 1B).! This! approach! increases!247!
sensitivity! to! track! a! wave! of! activation! (Engel,! 2012),! in! this! case! associated!248!
with! the! cycles! of! movement! which! progress! either! from! D22D5,! or! D52D2.! A!249!
correlation!was! calculated!between! the! raw!BOLD! signal! of! each! voxel! (Figure!250!
1B:! red)!and! the! reference!model!at!each! lag! (Figure!1B:!black).!Each! iteration!251!
shifted!the!model!by!a!given!lag!(1.5!seconds).!With!each!lag!the!8!second!‘on’!of!252!
each!32!second!cycle!was!time!shifted!(e.g.!model!1:!8s!on/24s!off;!model!2:!1.5s!253!
off/8s! on/22.5s! off;!model! 3:! 3s! off/8s! on/21s! off! …),! with! sufficient! shifts! to!254!
cover! one! 322second! cycle.! By! plotting! for! each! voxel! the! cross2correlation! at!255!
each! voxel! as! a! function! of! the! lag,! a! tuning! curve!was! created! for! each! voxel,!256!
demonstrating! the! optimal! model! fit! for! that! voxel! (Figure! 1C).! Each! lag! was!257!
assigned! to! a! given! digit! in! the! cycle.! Voxels! responsive! to! a! particular! digit!258!
demonstrate! a! peak! cross2correlation! within! the! lags! corresponding! to!259!
movement!that!digit!in!the!cycle.!260!
!261!
For! each! participant! and! session,! the! r2values! resulting! from! the! cross2262!
correlation! analysis! specified! above! (Figure!1C)!were! averaged! across! the! lags!263!
! 12!
assigned! to! the! same!digit! to! yield!digit!maps! (D2,!D3,!D4,!D5)! for! each!of! the!264!
phase2encoding! forward! and! phase2encoding! backwards! tasks.! For! each!265!
participant! and! each! session,! the!maps! for! each!digit! from! the!phase2encoding!266!
forward! and! phase2encoding! backward! tasks! were! resampled! to! the! single!267!
volume! partial! FOV! high2saturation! EPI! space! and! averaged! to! give! a! single!268!
voxel2wise!r2value!map!for!each!session!and!for!each!digit!(Figure!1D).!For!each!269!
participant,! session! and! digit,! a! corresponding! voxel2wise! z2statistic! map! was!270!
calculated!on!the!basis!of!the!distribution!of!values!within!the!brain!tissue!of!the!271!





The! block! task! fMRI! data! were! analysed! using! a! GLM! in! the! FMRIB! Expert!277!
Analysis!Tool!(FEAT).!All!analysis!was!undertaken!on!the!single2participant!level,!278!
using! FMRIB’s! Improved! Linear! Model! (FILM)! to! estimate! timeseries!279!
autocorrelation! and! pre2whiten! each! voxel.! Each! digit! was! modeled! with! a!280!
separate! boxcar! regressor! with! gamma2HRF! convolution! and! its! temporal!281!














determine! a! corrected! p2value! threshold! on! the! basis! of! the! observed! p2value!295!
distribution!within! the!data! (α=0.001)! (Genovese!et!al.,!2002).!This! resulted! in!296!
individually!defined!FDR!thresholds!for!each!map!under!consideration!(Table!2).!!297!
!298!
For! inter2subject! comparison,! volumetric!winner2take2all! z2statistic!maps!were!299!
resampled! into! atlas! space! using! Combined! Volumetric! and! Surface! (CVS)!300!
registration! to! achieve! accurate! and! robust! alignment! with! the! CVS! atlas!301!





encoding! digit! maps! over! time,! quantifying! the! spatial! similarity! of! digit! map!307!
areas.!The!Dice! coefficient! varies! from!0! (no!overlap!between!digit!maps)! to!1!308!
(perfect! overlap! between! digit! representations).! For! each! digit,! the! winner2309!
takes2all!digit!maps! for! that!digit!were!thresholded!(FDR!α=0.001)!and!overlap!310!











The!variability! in! the! spatial! location!of! individual!digit! representations! across!318!
participants! was! assessed! using! the! Dice! coefficient.! Surface2area! based!319!
thresholding!was!applied!to!the!winner!takes!digit!maps,!such!that!the!maximal!320!
80mm2! of! activation! within! SI! for! a! specific! digit! was! considered.! Digit!321!





of! digit! maps! on! inter2subject! comparisons.! ! Each! winner2takes2all! digit!327!
representation! at! time! point! 0! hour! was! compared! with! each! other! winner2328!
takes2all!digit!representation!at!time!point!+/2!4!weeks!across!all!participants.!329!
!330!
Dice! coefficients!were! used! to! construct! a! large! inter2subject! Dice! comparison!331!
matrix!(36!x!36!cells),!composed!of!submatrices!(9!x!9!cells)!for!all!possible!digit!332!
pairings.! To! compare! digit! representation! overlap! intra2subject! (submatrix!333!
diagonal),!to!digit!representation!overlap!inter2subject!(submatrix!off2diagonals),!334!
measures!of!matrix!dominance! ratio! (Mdr)!were! calculated! for! each! submatrix!335!















matrix! diagonal)! is! of! greater!magnitude! than! the! average! Dice! overlap!made!343!
across!different!subjects!(the!matrix!off2diagonals).!!344!
!345!
A!higher2level!matrix!of! the!Mdr!values! for!each!digit!pairing!was! constructed,!346!
from!which!an!overall!Mdr!value!was!calculated.!A!high!value!of!overall!Mdr!in!347!
this!matrix!would!suggest!high!matrix!dominance!in!comparisons!of!‘same’!digits!348!
(e.g.! D22D2,! D32D3…)! and! low! levels! of! matrix! dominance! in! comparisons! on!349!




Bootstrap! resampling! was! applied! to! the! large! inter2subject! Dice! comparison!354!
matrix! (36! x! 36! cells)! in! order! to! quantify! the! likelihood! of! observing! the!355!





subject! variability,! additional! features! of! the! phase2encoding! digit! maps! were!361!
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assessed.!At!each!time!point!soft2edged!phase2encoding!maps!(FDR!α=0.01)!were!362!
used! to! assess! the! amount! of! overlap! between! different! digit! representations!363!
within! S1.!These!measures! sought! to! characterize! the! extent!of! shared! cortical!364!
territory! between! different! digit! representations,! which! the! winner2takes2all!365!
maps!do!not!capture,!and!to!assess!the!consistency!in!the!extent!of!this!overlap!at!366!
each!time!point.!The!extent!of!this!overlapping!shared!territory!was!expressed!as!367!






In! a! complementary! analysis,! peak! z2stat! coordinates! for! each! digit! were!374!
calculated!with!SI!on!the!inflated!cortical!surface,!allowing!for!the!calculation!of!375!


















All!BOLD!EPI!data!were! assessed! for! excessive!motion!both! visually! and!using!393!
motion!estimate!outputs! from!MCFLIRT:!data!from!three!participants!exhibited!394!
visible! spin! history! motion! artifact! as! a! result! of! sharp!motion! during! one! or!395!
more!scan!sessions!(greater!than!1mm!of!absolute!mean!displacement!in!fewer!396!
than! five!volumes;!Table!1);! these!participants!were!excluded.!Further!analysis!397!
found! no! significant! or! systematic! correlation! between! the! task! design! and!398!
motion!parameters! in! the! remaining!participants.! !One! further!participant!was!399!







characteristic! hand! knob! (Figure! 2A/D)! (Yousry! et! al.,! 1997).! Maps! showed! a!407!
pattern!of!progression! from!the! lateral2most!representation!of!digit! two,! to! the!408!
medial! most! representation! of! digit! five! (Figure! 2C/D),! a! pattern! that! was!409!
consistent! across! all! participants! and! time! points! (Figure! 3/4).! However,! the!410!
maps! showed! striking! qualitative! differences! in! shape! and! orientation! across!411!
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gyrus,! with!minimal! extraneous! activation!within! the! FOV! in!which! BOLD! EPI!416!
data!were! acquired! (Figure!2C);! no!mask!or!ROI!has!been! applied! to! any!digit!417!
maps! presented! herein.! ! The! Brodmann! areas! that! constitute! the! primary!418!
somatosensory! cortex! cannot! be! defined! accurately! on! the! basis! of! gross!419!
anatomy! alone.! However,! the! location! of! the! observed! digit! representations! is!420!
broadly!anatomically!consistent!with! the! location!of!Brodmann!area!3b:!on! the!421!
posterior! bank! of! the! central! sulcus,! posterior! to! area! 3a! in! the! nadir! and!422!
anterior!to!area!1!at!the!apex!of!the!post2central!gyrus.!Some!subjects!displayed!423!














intervals! (Figure! 3/4).! ! To! quantitatively! assess! the! intra2individual!437!
reproducibility! of! the! phase2encoding! derived! digit! maps,! Dice! similarity!438!






very! high! degree! of! spatial! concordance! between! ‘same’! digit! representations!445!
across!all!time!intervals.!!446!
!447!
The! reproducibility! matrices! were! averaged! across! the! two! different! time!448!
intervals! and! further! averaged! into! three! digit! pairing! categories:! homologous!449!
digits,! first! order! neighbours! and! second/third! order! neighbours! (Figure! 5A;!450!
part!iv)!in!order!to!assess!whether!the!Dice!coefficient!for!homologous!digits!was!451!
significantly! greater! than! the! equivalent! value! between! non2homologous! digit!452!
pairings.!!A!one2way!repeated!measures!ANOVA!was!performed!with!one!factor!453!













Consistent!with!qualitative! observations! (Figure!3/4),!Dice! analysis! comparing!466!
the! spatial! location! of! individual! digit! representations! (Figure! 5B;! part! i)!467!
demonstrates!a!considerable!degree!of!inter2subject!variability!when!compared!468!
to! the!consistency!seen! intra2subject.! ! In! comparison!of! ‘same’!digits!over! time!469!




inter2subject! exceeds! the! degree! of! overlap! observed! intra2subject,! yielding!474!
values! of! Mdr! <1.! This! further! strengthens! our! claim! that! intra2subject!475!
consistency!is!driven!by!reproducibility!of!the!spatial!patterns!for!the!same!digits!476!












Overall! the! observed! pattern! of! inter! vs.! intra2subject! Dice! overlap! provided!488!
strong!evidence!supporting!the!presence!of!considerable!variability!in!the!spatial!489!




Measures! of! shared! cortical! territory! between! different! digit! representations!494!
were!calculated!at!each!time!point!(Figure!6).! !The!inter2subject!average!matrix!495!
reveals! previously! established! features! of! SI! digit! representations,!with! higher!496!
overlap! in! digit! pairs! such! as!D4! and!D5! and! low!overlap! between!D2! and!D3!497!




over! time.! ! An! inter2subject! value! was! derived! for! each! participant! from! the!502!
average!of!matrix!comparisons!between!that!subject!and!all!other!subjects!for!a!503!
given! time! point;! this! was! repeated! for! each! time! point! and! the! results! were!504!






















In! order! to! validate! finger! selectivity! identified! using! the! phase2encoding! task,!526!
concordance! with! independently! derived! sets! of! digit! map! data! from! a! GLM!527!
analysis! of! the! block! task! was! assessed.! The! normalised! beta! values! from! the!528!
block! task! GLM! contrasts! comparing! each! digit! to! rest! (e.g.! D2! >! rest)! were!529!
extracted!at!the!peak!voxel!of!each!phase2encoding!derived!digit!representation!530!




the! two! mapping! methods,! with! one! factor! of! phase2encoding! digit!535!
representation!(D22D5)!and!one!factor!of!block!design!digit!representation!(D22536!
! 23!
D5).! There! was! a! significant! interaction! between! phase2encoding! digit!537!
representation! and! block! design! digit! representation! on! the! normalised! beta!538!
value:!F(9,72)!=!69.15,!p*<.001,! sphericity!assumed.!Post2hoc!paired!samples! t2!539!
tests! demonstrated! a! significantly! stronger! relationship! between! the! phase2540!
encoding!and!block!design!digit!representations!for!‘same’!digits!compared!with!541!
‘different’! digits! (all! p*<.0005,! uncorrected).! For! example,! the! peak! voxel! for!542!
phase2encoding!D2! has! larger! beta! value! for! the!D2! >! rest! block! task! contrast!543!
compared!with! other! digit! contrasts! from! the! block! design! (e.g.! the! D4! >! rest!544!






In! the! present! study! we! report! highly! reproducible! maps! of! fine! grain! digit!551!
somatotopy! in! SI! at! the! level! of! individual! participants,! as! demonstrated! in! all!552!
nine! participants! under! study! (Figure! 3/4).! These! maps! were! reproducible!553!
across! up! to! a! four2week! interval! (Figure! 5A).! The! consistency! across! this!554!








a! high! degree! of! spatial! variability! in! these!maps! across! different! participants.!562!
Despite! a! common! ordering! and! progression! of! digits! along! the! central! sulcus!563!
(Figure!3/4),!the!shape!and!relative!position!of!these!representations!differed,!as!564!
has!been!shown!previously!in!primates!(Merzenich!et!al.,!1987).!We!demonstrate!565!
the!existence!of!considerable! inter2subject!variability! in! the!spatial!distribution!566!
of! individual!digit! representations! (Figure!5B;!Table!3).! ! !Taken! together! these!567!
results!robustly!demonstrate!the!presence!of!very!stable!fine2grain!somatotopy!568!





point!across!all!participants!under!study!were! located! in!a! region!anatomically!574!
consistent!with!Brodmann!area!3b!(Figure!3/4).!The!presence!of!well2delineated!575!
maps!in!Brodmann!area!3b!is!well!described!in!microelectrode!mapping!studies!576!
of! individual!digits! in!non2human!primates! (Kaas!et! al.,! 1979;!Merzenich!et! al.,!577!
1987).! The! winner2takes2all! phase2encoding! approach! applied! herein! is! well!578!
suited! to! revealing! such! regions! of! high! digit! selectivity.! This! strong! digit!579!
selectivity! was! an! important! feature! in! being! able! to! address! the! question! of!580!
consistency!in!such!fine2grain!cortical!organization.!581!
!582!




3/4),!pooling!phase2encoding!data!across! the! three! time!points!under! study! to!586!
produce!an!all2session!average!and!using!a!more!liberal!FDR!threshold!provided!587!
further! insight! (Figure! 7).! Some! individual! participants! displayed! very! clear!588!
smaller!maps!anterior!and!posterior!to!that!presumed!to!be!area!3b.!These!maps!589!
are! potentially! consistent! with! Brodmann! area! 3a! and! Brodmann! area! 1/2!590!
respectively.!591!
!592!
Since! our! data! does! not! allow! us! to! reliably! define! the! constituent! Brodmann!593!
areas! in!S1!at! the! level!of! individual!participants,!we!are!unable! to!discuss! the!594!
position! of! these! additional! maps.! While! atlases! do! provide! Brodmann! area!595!
boundaries,! these! vary! considerably! across! individuals! and! accurate! definition!596!
would! rely! on! cytoarchitectural! information! rather! than! gross! anatomy! (Zilles!597!





(Figure! 5A),! a! strikingly! high! degree! of! reproducibility! in! digit! somatotopy.!603!
Previous! work! at! 72tesla! has! reported! measures! of! digit! map! reproducibility!604!
either!only!across!different!runs!within!a!single!scanning!session!(Stringer!et!al.,!605!
2011)!or!consistency!in!the!relatively!crude!measure!of!centre!of!mass!location!606!
of! digit! representations! in! subjects! scanned! on! two! occasions! with! variable!607!
intervals! between! them! (Martuzzi! et! al.,! 2014).! Here!we!were! able! to! provide!608!
evidence! for! very! clear! reproducibility! in! digit! maps! based! on! the! two!609!
dimensional!area!of!digit! representations!on! the!cortical! surface.!This!was!also!610!
! 26!
supported!by!additional!measures!of!reproducibility:!measures!of!shared!cortical!611!
territory! of! different! digit! representations! and! peak2to2peak! distance! between!612!





a!more! central!node! in! the! redirection!of! incoming! sensory! information!across!618!
the! sensorimotor! network! (Mountcastle,! 2005).! ! The! region! shows! highly!619!
organized!reciprocal!connections!with!primary!motor!cortex!(M1)!(Darian2Smith!620!
et!al.,!1993;!Moore!et!al.,!2000)!and! is!co2activated!with!M1!during!both!active!621!
and! illusory! movement! of! the! hand! (Porro! et! al.,! 1996;! Naito! et! al.,! 2005).!622!




In! light!of! the!structural!and! functional! interplay!between!SI!and!M1,!a!natural!627!
sensorimotor!task!such!as!hand!movement!will!elicit!robust!activation!of!SI.!The!628!
phase2encoding!paradigm!applied!in!this!study!is!targeted!as!resolving!the!kind!629!
of! ordered! smooth! somatotopy! reported! previously! in! SI! rather! than! M1!630!
(Sanchez2Panchuelo! et! al.,! 2010;! Martuzzi! et! al.,! 2014;! Stringer! et! al.,! 2014).!631!
However!other!approaches!have!provided!evidence!for!representation!of!specific!632!
movements!or!digits!in!different!neuronal!populations!or!cortical!regions!of!M1,!633!









The! presence! of! stable! but! variable! somatotopic!maps! raises! the! possibility! of!642!
investigating! the! factors!underlying! individual!differences! in!cortical! functional!643!
architecture.!In!addition,!the!observation!of!stability!in!even!the!most!fine!grain!644!
SI! somatotopy!provides! a! firm! foundation! for! studies!of!plasticity,! for! example!645!
using!within2subject! longitudinal! study! designs.! Such!work!might! consider! the!646!
potential! for! remapping! in! health! and! disease,! building! upon! previous! studies!647!















state! functional! connectivity! data! (Zeharia! et! al.,! 2015).! The! results! presented!662!





Firstly,! it! is! not! possible! to! isolate! the! exact! somaesthetic! sub2modality!668!
responsible!for!these!maps,!which!could!be!induced!by!stimulation!of!cutaneous!669!
or! subcutaneous! receptors,! or! deeper! proprioceptors.! However,! typical! use! of!670!
the!hand!recruits!a!combination!of!such!receptors,!as!such!this!task!represents!a!671!





Given! the! anatomical! enslavement! of! certain! adjacent! digit! pairs,! it! is! possible!677!
that! in!moving! certain! fingers,! adjacent! fingers!will! also! be!moved! to! a! lesser!678!
extent.! Variability! in! this! enslavement! could! contribute! to! the! inter2subject!679!
differences! reported! in! this! study.! However,! given! the! relatively! universal!680!
anatomical! basis! of! enslavement! (Yu! et! al.,! 2010),! it! seems! unlikely! that! this!681!
could! account! for! the! considerable! variance! observed! in! the! functional!682!
architecture! of! the! cortex! observed! here.! Moreover,! the! phenomenon! of!683!




The! coverage! limitations! of! ultra2high! resolution! fMRI! at! 7T! constrained! the!687!
region!of!interest!to!SI,!preventing!any!assessment!of!secondary!somatosensory!688!





digits! in!human!SI,!as!well!as! the!considerable! inter2subject!variability! in! these!694!
representations.!The!use!of!fMRI!to!demonstrate!this!reproducibility!at!the!level!695!
of! single! participants! provides! a! firm! foundation! for! this! non2invasive! imaging!696!
technique! to! investigate! highly! detailed! functional! organization! of! the! human!697!
brain.! !The!mapping!paradigm!validated!in!this!study!has!potential!applications!698!















































































































































































































































































































































































































! Age! Gender! Handedness! Laterality!index! Peak!relative!head!
motion!(mm)!
1! 35! F! R! +78! 0.20!
2! 33! M! R! +84! 0.13!
3! 28! M! R! +82! 0.32!
4! 25! M! R! +63! 0.26!
5! 20! F! R! +86! 0.35!
6! 30! F! R! +100! 0.81!
7! 23! F! R! +92! 0.20!
8! 40! M! R! +87! 0.41!
9! 23! M! R! +80! 0.53!
10! 29! F! R! +79! 1.25!
11! 30! F! R! +100! 2.65!
12! 24! M! R! +100! 0.54!













! 0!hour! +24!hours! +/G!4!weeks!




















































































































































































































































1! 13.56! 12.53! 10.53! 3.38! 3.99! 3.61! 5.82! 2.75! 3.55!
2! 15.48! 14.83! 15.88! 8.00! 4.04! 3.89! 8.67! 11.33! 10.43!
3! 5.45! 5.14! 5.16! 7.35! 5.19! 5.56! 5.51! 4.67! 8.13!
4! 14.41! 16.65! 16.49! 4.13! 3.20! 3.24! 4.20! 11.93! 11.82!
5! 3.48! 2.26! 6.11! 9.11! 10.56! 8.65! 5.06! 4.66! 5.66!
6! 13.64! 9.72! 13.50! 5.65! 6.40! 12.14! 6.54! 5.81! 5.79!
7! 4.62! 3.19! 4.62! 10.64! 16.21! 10.64! 12.37! 11.09! 16.87!
8! 10.99! 11.68! 9.07! 6.66! 5.18! 5.90! 4.25! 7.40! 4.25!
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FDR thresholds and 
maxima in table 2
0 hours +24 hours +/-4 weeks
Participant 4 
FDR thresholds 







BDigit 2 Digit 3 Digit 4 Digit 5
Inter-subject digit map variability: Dice coefficient
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Participant ID (+/- 4 weeks)




























ii Quantifying intra- vs. inter-subject patterns in
Dice coefficient submatrices
























Overall matrix dominance 
ratio: 19.67
(Average 'same' digit Mdr / Average 
'different' digit Mdr) 
Bootstrap resampling overall matrix dominance ratio


























































A Overlap of different digit representations:
























B Inter- versus intra-subject digit overlap patterns
0 hour


















Mantel test statistic         Intra-subject: 0.495       Inter-subject: 0.035 
0 hour















P2 +24 hours +/- 4 weeks
Mantel test statistic         Intra-subject: 0.467      Inter-subject: 0.304 
0 hour















P3 +24 hours +/- 4 weeks
Mantel test statistic         Intra-subject: 0.638      Inter-subject: 0.185
0 hour















P4 +24 hours +/- 4 weeks
Mantel test statistic         Intra-subject: 0.581    Inter-subject: 0.345
0 hour















P5 +24 hours +/- 4 weeks
Mantel test statistic         Intra-subject: 0.617    Inter-subject: 0.413
0 hour















P6 +24 hours +/- 4 weeks
Mantel test statistic         Intra-subject: 0.555    Inter-subject: 0.101
0 hour















P7 +24 hours +/- 4 weeks
Mantel test statistic         Intra-subject: 0.662    Inter-subject: 0.232
0 hour















P8 +24 hours +/- 4 weeks
Mantel test statistic         Intra-subject: 0.415    Inter-subject: -0.001
0 hour















P9 +24 hours +/- 4 weeks
Mantel test statistic         Intra-subject: 0.498    Inter-subject: 0.351
0 hour


















C Intra- versus inter-subject digit overlap 
similarity
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